
GRASS FED RAW GOAT CHEESE

DOGh is inspired by an ancient Persian cheese recipe that 
produces cheese texturally similar to traditional feta. This 
cheese is made from the same goat’s milk that goes into our 
milk recipes, providing a diverse array of vitamins, minerals, 
fatty acids, probiotics, and enzymes. Organic herbs and 
spices are added to target specific health conditions. These 
cheeses can be paired with our herbs for optimal health 
results. 

 Happy, grass-fed goats on regenerative pastures

 Full fat raw goat milk soft cheese

 Traditional low-energy cheese-making

 No synthetic or isolate ingredients

 Living Nutrients

 Calorie-dense functional treats



DOGh for Parasites

Parasites are prevalent in the environment. Pets can 
get them from other pets, from being outside, or 
from eating things they shouldn’t. Everyone’s 
tolerance for parasites in their body is different. 
While some pets can handle a large load without 
being symptomatic, others may develop skin 
allergies, digestive problems, or even autoimmune 
problems. DOGh for Parasites is naturally anti-
parasitic due to the exoskeleton damaging properties 
of diatomaceous earth and to the microbiome 
supporting probiotics in raw goat cheese. 



DOGh for Parasites


Diatomaceous Earth

Zucchini

Ample anecdotal evidence suggests that 
consuming zucchini can alter the flavor of 
feces, making it unpalatable to dogs dealing 
with coprophagia (poop eating). 

Diatomaceous earth is made from 
microalgae called diatoms. These 
tiny creatures have abrasive outer 
shells that can damage the 
exoskeletons of parasites, causing 
the parasites to dehydrate and die. 
Diatoms do not damage soft tissue, 
making diatomaceous earth an 
excellent chemical free anti-parasitic 
substance.



DOGh — Feeding Tips

 Thaw At Room Temperature

You can thaw DOGh at room temperature so that it is ready to use 
faster. This does not pose a health risk due to the strong probiotic 
culture of raw cheese. Refridgerate after thawing. 

2. Modify Dietary Calories  While Feeding

DOGh is a very calorie-dense food, which each block being 960 
calories, or 120 calories per oz. In order to keep track for easy calorie 
modification, cut each block into 8 equal pieces. If you feed one piece 
per day, you can easily adjust other sources of calories to account for 
it. 

3. Expect Variance In Presentation

The color, taste, texture, and smell of our foods are highly variable. 
We are using raw, unpasteurized, non-homogenized fermented foods. 
Unlike other food companies, our commitment to the nutritional 
integrity of our ingredients is greater than our commitment to the 
presentation of them. Real food changes seasonally and even batch 
to batch, and this rotation is an important aspect of continued health. 


